Analyze
CS Operations

Utilize the strengths
of your team

ONE CASE. MULTIPLE USERS.

Whether you’re working in a local, regional or special office, Analyze CS
Operations helps to leverage your entire team’s collective knowledge,
skills and efforts. Alleviate the stress of working a case alone, reduce
heavy workloads, and speed up investigations.

Designed for group efforts on
individual cases, CS Operations
gives you and your colleagues
a digital base of operations for
reviewing and analyzing materials.

KEY ADVANTAGES

Want to know more about
CS Operations?
Get in touch with us for more
details about CS Operations
and how to purchase and
implement it.
griffeye.com/contact

Unlock efficient collaboration on
digital media investigations
•

A powerful server connects
multiple users, enabling
teams to gather knowledge
in a centralized place and
work together.

•

Automated processes help
identify and tag material,
significantly speeding up the
time it takes to process and
analyze each case.

•

Information from other
systems is easily migrated
over, as well as exported for
easy sharing .

•

User access control and
extensive audit logs create
a secure environment for
collaboration.

Focus on what’s most important
A streamlined interface assists in
the visualization and review of
digital media, while advanced
algorithms take care of tasks that
you previously used to deal with
manually.
•

Pre-categorize and prioritize
information

•

Stack duplicates and filter
out non-relevant material

•

Detect and highlight critical
clues

•

Identify relationships

GET STARTED WITH EASE

Intuitive and easy-to-use from the start,
the user interface enables you and your
team to quickly and easily categorize,
prioritize and review digital media.

INCLUDED
Analyze
Forensic
Market

Griffeye
User
Portal

An extensive digital
marketplace gives you access
to valuable apps developed
by Griffeye and by third-party
developers – allowing you to
add new functionality as your
needs change.

MyGriffeye is the gateway to
a large community of users,
developers and other stakeholders. Exchange advice with
fellow users, provide feedback
on the platform, and take
advantage of the Griffeye
Analyze Online Education.
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